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: System Frequency 
: SET Pulse Width 
: Probability SET generated with sufficient amplitude 
: Probability SET can propagate with sufficient amplitude 
: Probability OFF is enabled (active) 
: Probability SET can be caught by clock edge 
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Antif use FPGA Devices 
Currently the most widely employed FPGA 
Devices within space applications 
Configuration is hardened due to fuse based 
technology (Metal to Metal ) 
Localized(@ OFF node) Mitigation (TMR or 
DICE) is employed 
Clock and Reset lines are hardened 
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Mitigation 
Error Correction or Error avoidance 
Mitigation can be: 
! Embedded: built into the device library cells 
! User does not verify the m1t1gat1on - manufacturer does 
! User inserted: part of the actual design process 
! User must verify m1tigat1on Complexity 1s a RISK 11111 11 1 
Mitigation should reduce error ... 
! Generally through redundancy 
! Incorrect implementation can increase error 
Want to reduce as many terms as possible: 
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GTMR Proves To be A Great 
Mitigation Strategy ... BUT .. . 
Triplicating a design and its global routes takes 
up a lot of power and area 
Not part of the provided and well 
tested/characterized library elements 
Generally performed after synthesis by a tool-
not part of RTL 
Difficult to verify 
Additional complications with Clock Skew and 
domain crossings 
Can be implemented in an ASIC ... but is not 
considered as a contemporary methodology 
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